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Abstract. The spread of the infection caused by the new coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19)
became pandemic on March 11, 2020. From the time of the first cases (in November 2019, Wuhan,
China), to date, a large number of COVID-19 observations have been accumulated in different age
groups of patients both in China and abroad. Published scientific data allows us to conclude that
children suffer from COVID-19 much less often than adults and tolerate the disease in a milder
form, often appear to be asymptomatic. There is currently no final answer why children are less
susceptible to this virus; however, scientists are increasingly inclined to consider a complex effect
of the immune response and components of the renin-angiotensin system (RAS), which according
to recent studies affects not only the cardiovascular system, but is also responsible for the
activation of inflammatory reactions. A hypothesis of genetic predisposition to the development
of severe forms of COVID-19 has recently been made.
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We conducted a search for publications in the databases and showed current scientific ideas about
COVID-19 pathogenesis and factors influencing the disease development in childhood.
Childhood immunity may have several protective features against SARS-CoV-2: immaturity of
particular elements of the innate immune response, constitutional lymphocytosis with a shift
towards anti-inflammatory Th2-response, as well as "trained" immunity.
The influence of renin-angiotensin system reactions in this review is shown from two perspectives:
expression of ACE2 receptors and polymorphisms of certain genes of this system.
It was established that ACE2 transmembrane protein is not only the entry point for the virus but
also plays a regulatory role, turning the pro-inflammatory vasoconstrictor angiotensin II into antiinflammatory angiotensin (1-7), which has vasodilating properties. Higher ACE2 content in
children compared with adults helps maintain balance in the renin-angiotensin system and prevents
the development of complications. It was also shown that the presence of certain genetic
polymorphisms (AGTR1, AGTR2, ACE2, ACE) could determine the imbalance inside the RAS,
leading to more pronounced reactions of alveolocytes, vascular endothelium and smooth muscle
fibers in response to SARS-CoV-2 infection due to a shift towards vasoconstrictor, proliferative
and profibrotic mechanisms.
Keywords: SARS-CoV-2; COVID-19; pathogenesis; children; neonates; immune response;
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List of abbreviations:
ACE - angiotensin converting enzyme
ACE2- angiotensin converting enzyme 2
Ang-I – angiotensin I
Ang-II - angiotensin II
Ang-(1-7) – angiotensin (1-7)
Ang- (1-9) – angiotensin (1-9)
AGTR1 (AT1) – Angiotensin II Receptor Type 1
AGTR2 (AT2) – Angiotensin II Receptor Type 2
ARDS - acute respiratory distress syndrome;
BAL - bronchoalveolar lavage;
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COVID-19 – COronaVIrus Disease 2019
GA - gestational age
IFNγ – interferone γ
IRF – interferon regulatory factors
MAS - MAS-receptor for Angiotensin (1-7)
MERS - Middle East Respiratory Syndrome
NK- natural killers
NF-κB - nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells
RAS – renin-angiotensin system
RDS – respiratory distress-syndrome
sHLH - secondary hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis
Th1 – T-helper type 1
Th2 - T-helper type 2
TLR - Тoll-like receptors
TMPRSS2 - Transmembrane Serine Protease 2
TNF-α – Tumor necrosis factor alpha
TTN – transient tachypnea of the newborn

Introduction
Coronaviruses (subfamily Orthocoronavirinae) belong to the family Coronaviridae and
represent a group of enveloped single-strained RNA viruses, including four genera (alpha, beta,
gamma, delta) and about 40 species. The first human coronavirus was discovered in the 1960s by
Tyrrell and Bynoe and, currently, there are seven coronaviruses that are pathogenic for humans: 2
of which belong to the alpha-coronaviruses (hCoV E229 and hCoV NL63) and 5 – to the betacoronaviruses (hCoV OC43, hCoV HKUI, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV and the new SARS- CoV 2). Over the past decades, two outbreaks of acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) and
pneumonia caused by coronaviruses have already been reported (SARS-CoV in 2003 and MERSCoV in 2013). However, only the spread of the new coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, causing the
“Coronavirus disease 2019” (COVID-19), became pandemic (on March 11, 2020).
From the onset of the first COVID-19 cases (in November 2019, Wuhan, China), to date,
a large number of observations of the course of the disease have been accumulated in different age
groups of patients both in China and abroad. Published scientific data allows us to conclude that
3
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children suffer from COVID-19 much less often than adults and tolerate the disease in a milder
form, often appear to be asymptomatic. According to Chinese researchers, children 0-9 years old
make up 0.9% of all confirmed cases; children 10-19 years old account for 1.2% of the number of
cases

1,2

. Similar results are shown by the National Italian report dated 23.03.20 (318 (0.5%)

confirmed cases in the age group 0-9 years, and 386 (0.7%) confirmed cases in the age group 1019 years) and the US morbidity and mortality report as of 2.04.20 (the age group of 0-18 years is
1.7% of all infected)3. The incidence of COVID-19 severe forms in children and the need for
intensive care is also significantly lower than that in adults. Children account for 0.25% of the total
number of patients admitted to the intensive care units in Italy (the Lombardy region) 4. Reports on
neonatal COVID-19 cases throughout the World remain rare 5–7.
Given that usually, respiratory viral infections dominate in children, experts were baffled
over their low susceptibility to the pathological effects of SARS-CoV-2. There is currently no
definitive answer to this; however, scientists consider the impact of age-dependent immune
response features along with the influence of renin-angiotensin system (RAS), which, according
to recent studies besides cardiovascular regulation, takes part in the activation of inflammatory
reactions 8,9.
Genetic predisposition to the development of severe forms of COVID-19 has been little
studied. However, genetic trials of lung damage in other serious respiratory diseases such as cystic
fibrosis, neonatal pneumonia, bronchopulmonary dysplasia, have revealed genes that regulate the
main pathological processes in the lung tissue 10. A statistically significant relationship has been
shown between the severity of the disease and certain allelic variants of the genes of innate
immunity, regulators of vascular tone, and energy metabolism, including the RAS system, which
could be considered in the future as possible therapeutic targets.
The purpose of this publication is to review current scientific ideas about COVID-19
pathogenesis and analyze factors that influence disease development in childhood. We conducted
a search for publications in the databases PubMed, ClinicalKey, MedLine, Google scholar, dealing
with characteristics of SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19 in children, ACE2, renin-angiotensin system,
genetic polymorphisms and their relationship with infections and lung damage.

Immunological aspects of COVID-19 course
Structural Features of SARS-CoV-2
SARS-CoV-2 differs from all other common respiratory viruses. Various viruses use
different receptors, both for penetration into host cells and for replication followed by virions’
4
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assembly. The heterogeneity of the receptors and their distribution determines primary localization
and severity of the infectious process. So, for example, the alpha-coronavirus hCoV-229E uses
human aminopeptidase N (human aminopeptidase N - hAPN) for its endocytosis, which causes
nasal epithelium damage. The Influenza virus, in its turn, penetrates through sialylated
glycoconjugates on the surface of the laryngeal and tracheal epithelium, and on condition of further
spread it causes diffuse inflammation in the bronchi and bronchioles

11,12

. The Penetration of

SARS-CoV-2 in the cell occurs via surface S-spike proteins, which are distinctive for betacoronaviruses. S-spikes of SARS-CoV-2 interact with protease activity region of angiotensinconverting enzyme 2 (ACE2) that is expressed in different human tissues: nasal and pharyngeal
epithelium, on membranes of pneumocytes type 2, enterocytes, endothelial cells, as well as on the
surface of smooth muscle cells in most organs 13. The viral S-spike is activated by the membranebound serine protease 2 (TMPRSS2), which also cleaves ACE2 and facilitates viral fusion with
the host cell membranes 14. Another target for SARS-CoV-2 on the cell surface is CD147 protein,
which is used not only by SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 but also by malarial plasmodium 15. The
features mentioned above lead to a fundamentally different organism response to SARS-CoV-2
compared to other widespread respiratory viruses. This response consists of the complex activation
of both the immune response and the renin-angiotensin system, which is currently under active
investigation 16,17.
Current views on the pathogenesis of COVID-19
SARS-CoV-2 binds to receptors on the surface of the epithelium of the upper and (or)
lower respiratory tract, penetrates the cells, binds there with endosomal Toll-like receptors (TLRs)
3 and 7, and cytoplasmic RNA receptors. This launches a cascade of innate immunity reactions:
activation of NFΚB and IRF pathways, production of interferons, interleukin 1, and activation of
adaptive cellular immunity. The predominant role in the adaptive immune response is played by
the adequate activity of CD8 + cytotoxic T-lymphocytes, which provide the release of cytotoxic
granules and interferons and CD4 + T-helpers, that trigger humoral immunity. With a favorable
course of the disease, the antiviral activity of the body thus is being formed, and it restricts the
excess inflammation, terminates virus replication, provides its elimination. Effective antiviral
immune response, in most cases, apparently doesn’t lead to the lower respiratory tract damage 18,19.
A feature of SARS-CoV-2 is its ability in some cases to “bypass” the effective antiviral
immune response at the level of innate and local mechanisms and to launch a cascade of reactions

5
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of severe, persistent inflammation. In this case, excessive release of pro-inflammatory cytokines
along with early production of immature/ineffective antibodies followed by the formation of
immune complexes leads to continued virus replication in antigen-presenting cells, that aggravate
inflammatory response causing various tissues damage with immune complexes.
In parallel with the initiation of immune responses, SARS-CoV-2 inhibits ACE2 activity,
leads to an imbalance in the renin-angiotensin system (RAS), a lack of angiotensin (1-7) and
excessive accumulation of angiotensin II (Ang-II), which is a potent vasoconstrictor and has a proinflammatory, profibrotic and prothrombotic effect 20. The cascade of RAS reactions is described
in detail below. The current conception of the pathogenetic mechanisms of COVID-19 is presented
in Fig.1.

Figure 1. The current conception of COVID-19 pathogenesis
ACE2- angiotensin converting enzyme 2
TMPRSS2 -Transmembrane Serine Protease 2

This response of the immune system is very similar to that in patients suffering from
diseases in which secondary hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (sHLH) develops, in the
literature it is often called secondary hemophagocytosis

21–25

. This syndrome is an acquired
6
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immune system dysfunction that develops in patients with autoimmune diseases, severe infections
(especially viral etiology), some tumors. sHLH is a life-threatening condition, and its
pathophysiological substrate lies in the excessive proliferation of activated T-cells and
macrophages that accumulate in the liver, spleen, and lymph nodes. Systemic macrophage
activation, hyperproduction of pro-inflammatory cytokines, and hypercytokinemia underlie
cytotoxic effects (Fig. 2). A distinctive, but non-specific morphological sign of the syndrome is
hemophagocytosis. Systemic activation of macrophages leads to the initiation of spontaneous
phagocytosis of the blood cells (platelets, red blood cells, and polymorphonuclear cells) 26.
Tissue infiltration with activated CD8 + T-lymphocytes and macrophages in combination
with hypercytokinemia are classic features of sHLH, that leads to the cytopenia development,
hemorrhagic syndrome, coagulopathy, extensive tissue necrosis and the development of multiple
organ failure. Previously, sHLH was usually considered in relation to a narrow circle of patients
with rheumatological and onco-hematological profiles. However, nowadays, thanks to an
understanding of the pathogenetic mechanisms of sHLH, it is regarded as a universal clinical and
pathological phenomenon, the development of which can occur in severe cases of a wide range of
diseases of various etiologies, gradually expanding the issue to the intensive care area.

Figure2. Mechanisms leading to the occurrence of hemophagocytic syndrome.
MHC-Ag, Major histocompatibility complex antigen
TCR, T-cell receptor
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Protective immunological mechanisms
Currently, most authors tend to believe that children's resistance to COVID-19 is
determined by a number of characteristics of the immune system.
The development of the human immune system is a continuous process, starting from the
embryonic period and ending with the period of adulthood. Normally, intrauterine development of
the fetus occurs under conditions of low antigenic stimulation, so the immune system of healthy
full-term newborns is vastly different from the immune system of adults. During a normal
pregnancy, the fetal immune system and the mother’s immune system are in a state of equilibrium
and immunological tolerance. The neonatal immune response is aimed to suppress the
development of the Th1-type response and the prevalence of the Th2-type response, which ensures
the maintenance of tolerance to maternal antigens in utero. "Immunological provocation" by the
fetus in relation to the mother's body can lead to premature birth. In this connection, the normal
immune response of newborns is biased towards the anti-inflammatory Th2 response.
In comparison with adults, children (newborns, in particular) have immature innate
immunity response. It is acknowledged that induced neonatal mononuclear cells produce
significantly less Th1 proinflammatory cytokines (TNF-α, IFNγ) as compared with adult ones 27–
30

. Against the backdrop of unformed adaptive immunity, the primary importance of protecting

newborns from infection belongs to phagocytes, that rapidly migrate to the pathogen invasion site,
recognize and neutralize it due to bactericidal enzymes, and non-protein molecules' effects; as well
as to neutrophilic granulocytes and monocytes that have an immunoregulatory effect

31,32

. As a

result of these specifics, infectious process generalization in newborns is seen more often than in
older children and adults in most infections except for COVID-19 33.
Inflammation as an evolutionarily developed protective process, but at the same time, it
may have damaging effects on the body. Secondary alteration is tissue damage that does not
depend on the direct etiological factor effect and can continue even when this agent is no longer
existing. The etiological factor is the trigger mechanism of the process; after it, the inflammation
will proceed according to the tissue and organ specifics. Therefore, when the body comes into
contact with an infectious agent in response to its toxins and waste products, both proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines are simultaneously produced. They control and
limit the inflammatory process to minimize the damage. A cytokine storm (cytokine cascade,
8
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hypercytokinemia) is an uncontrolled inflammation that leads to the damage of the body’s own
tissues. This, in particular, explains the large number of cases during the “Spanish flu” epidemic
(the influenza pandemic of 1918) among young, healthy people as the most vulnerable cohort due
to high immunoreactivity.
The second immunological factor that can favorably influence the course of the disease is
the cellular composition of the blood. Compared with adults, the absolute number of lymphocytes
in children and newborns is higher, and the Th2 type prevails in the population 30.
Some experts assume that "trained immunity" may be linked to a low frequency of COVID19 in children. The concept of this phenomenon was proposed not so long ago, in 2013 by Netea
M.G. It consists of the long-term functional reprogramming of innate immune cells, which is
induced by exogenous or endogenous stimuli, causing a persistent increase in innate immune
defense against a wide range of infectious agents. It is caused by preliminary contacts with
pathogens, and being more precisely, with their molecular patterns. In children of preschool and
school-age, unlike adults, there is a so-called constant training of the immune system in connection
with frequent viral infections, routine vaccination, and an extended stay in children's groups. That
causes fast and effective host protective response when exposed to various pathogens

9,34

. The

concept of "trained immunity" has also been actively discussed by some authors, assuming the
existing association of a low incidence of severe cases of COVID-19 and vaccination against
tuberculosis with BCG 35,36.
Thus, based on scientific data to date, we can conclude that immature innate immunity
response, a constitutionally high level of lymphocytes with a shift towards Th-2 type in their
population, and the bias towards anti-inflammatory immunological response constitute a kind of
defense against COVID-19. This protection is also due to the low level of stimulatory activity of
Th-1 cells, monocytes and dendritic cells, as well as active "trained immunity" in preschool and
school children, which provides active antiviral protection without developing an excessively
intense cascade of immunological reactions.

Studies of the renin-angiotensin system
1. The role of ACE2 in the pathogenesis of COVID-19. Age and gender differences in
ACE2 expression as a factor associated with the disease severity.

9
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Speaking of the disease inception and the launch of immune reactions, a lot of attention is
currently paid to the role of angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2 - angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2), a membrane protein and one of the components of the renin-angiotensin system (RAS).
ACE2 is widely present on the membranes of cells of the upper respiratory tract, lungs, heart,
kidneys, and intestinal wall. This protein catalyzes the conversion of Angiotensin II to Angiotensin
(1-7) (Fig. 3). The role of RAS cascade has been extensively studied in the regulation of blood
pressure, renal and cardiovascular activity, but it is now recognized that RAS has several functions
in the body, including lung processes 17,37,38.

Figure 3. Contemporary view on the renin-angiotensin system
It is necessary to mention that Angiotensin II (Ang-II), one of the main hormones of RAS,
induces apoptosis of endothelial cells in pulmonary arteries and alveolar epithelial cells, plays an
important role in the fibrous response to acute lung damage (causing transformation of the growth
factor -α expression in the lungs, promotes the proliferation of fibroblasts), triggers hypertrophic
and hyperplastic growth of vascular smooth muscle cells (myointimal hyperplasia) and regulates
the expression of NO synthetase

39,40

. Also, Angiotensin II in vitro proved to be an activator of

inflammation, increasing the synthesis of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines through the
AT1 and AT2 receptors, followed by activation of the NF-κB pathway (nuclear factor kappa B).
NF-κB is a protein complex that regulates DNA transcription, cytokine production, and cell
survival. NF-κB plays a key role in regulating the immune response to infection. Angiotensin (17), in its turn, has the opposite, protective, properties - vasodilation, antiproliferative effect.
Excessive accumulation of Ang-II and bradykinin may cause interstitial pulmonary edema, acute
respiratory distress syndrome and myocarditis.

10
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The association of viral invasion with ACE2 receptors was detected during previous
epidemics of the coronaviruses SARS (2002) and MERS (2013). Since the amino acid sequence
of the S-spike (S-protein) on the surface of the SARS-CoV-2 virus repeats the structure of that of
other coronaviruses by 76-80% 41, by the time of the outbreak of a new coronavirus infection, the
features of the interaction of the virus with ACE2 were already well studied.
After the high affinity connection with host ACE2, the virus fulfills fusion with host cell
and penetration into it. Currently, there are 2 main (inherently opposite) theories about the role of
ACE2 in the development of COVID-19 disease. According to the first hypothesis, ACE2 play a
protective role. After penetration into the cell, the virus suppresses ACE2 activity and accordingly
shifts the balance in the renin-angiotensin system towards the accumulation of pro-inflammatory
Ang-II. Therefore, the presence of ACE2 in large quantities on the cell membranes, as well as the
high concentration of free ACE2, contributes to the protective effect of Angiotensin (1-7), which
prevents the development of uncontrolled inflammation and vasoconstriction.
According to the second hypothesis, ACE2 is considered as the main point of virus entry
and, therefore, the greater the expression of this protein on cell membranes is, the higher the
likelihood of the disease. Current understanding of the relationship between COVID-19 and RAS
is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Current understanding of the relationship between COVID-19 and RAS
The first hypothesis is confirmed by a number of studies of the previous decade, which are
mainly carried out on animals. So Xie et al. in their laboratory work on rats showed that ACE2
expression on the epithelial membranes of the bronchi, alveoli, endothelium and smooth muscle
11
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cells of the pulmonary vessels decreases significantly with age; the dependence of ACE2 content
on sex was also observed in older individuals (in females is higher than in males)

42

. Dutch

scientists investigated the content of RAS components in broncho-alveolar lavage (BAL) in rats
with artificially induced acute induced respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). A noticeable
decrease in ACE2 was detected in rats undergoing mechanical ventilation, which contrasted with
the increased content of free (soluble) ACE2 protein in these samples, which was observed using
Western blotting. Immunohistochemical studies have shown that there is apparently local RAS in
the lungs: lung fibroblasts, alveolar macrophages and epithelial cells are able to express genes
encoding RAS components and synthesizing RAS peptides such as ACE and ACE2, as well as
AT1 receptors and MAS-receptors. It was found that ACE and ACE2 are the main enzymes that
control local amounts of Ang-II and Ang (1–7) 43.
ACE2's protective role was shown by Kuba et al. during the previous SARS-CoV epidemic
44

. These results were confirmed by Chen during the current COVID-19 pandemic: ACE2

expression was higher in women than in men and decreased with age, regardless of gender; it was
also found that estrogens and cytokines are involved in ACE2 expression

45

. However, the

methodology of this study, described in the preliminary version of the article, is poorly defined
and does not allow the conclusions to be drawn, especially regarding the children's population.
The findings of age- and sex-related ACE2-expression are matching with actual COVID19 statistics: less severe disease course in women. In Spain, men and women comprise about an
equal number of Covid-19 cases, as the country's Health Ministry reported on April 3, 2020 46. But
men were more than twice as likely to wind up in the ICU — and more likely to die making up to
almost two-thirds of deaths. Analysis of data from about 2,000 patients during China’s main
outbreak, from December through February, showed that about 60 percent of patients were men.
And China’s Center for Disease Control reported a fatality rate of 2.8 percent for men versus 1.7
percent for women 2.
There is currently insufficient evidence to support the second theory about the negative
effects of the high ACE2 content. The studies were conducted on small and heterogeneous
samples. Repeated citation of very dubious studies published during the pandemic in the form of
reprints that did not pass a detailed expert analysis is also noted 1.
Looking at the results of recent decades studies as a whole, we can conclude that the
elements of the RAS are widely represented in the lungs. In addition to the main, vasoregulatory
function, they are actively involved in the process of inflammation. It was found that Ang-I and
12
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Ang-II are potent inflammation activators, which promote tissue damage via interaction with the
receptors AGTR1 and AGTR2 on alveolocytes and endotheliocytes. The subsequent development
of interstitial edema and infiltration, together with the strong proliferative and profibrotic effect of
Ang-II, eventually leads to fibrosis. The degree of aggressiveness of Ang-I and Ang-II effects is
determined by the amount of the enzyme ACE2, which decreases their level, turning them into
Ang (1-7). In this regard, a higher ACE2 content in children compared to adults prevents imbalance
in the RAS and, respectively, protects cells and tissues from the damaging effects of Ang-II.
2. Genetically determined features of pro- and anti-inflammatory elements balance
inside the RAS system (Ang-II - Ang (1-7)) as a factor that can determine the severity of the
COVID-19 course and possible complications.
We suggest that the balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory components of the RAS
is determined not only by age and gender characteristics of ACE2 expression but also by genetic
mechanisms. Genetic studies of the RAS have shown that there is a relationship between not only
one but several genes of this system with the development of severe pulmonary pathology and
cardiovascular system.
There are currently no convincing data on the isolated effect of ACE2 polymorphism on
the incidence and severity of the COVID-19. A large-scale population-based study conducted in
the Netherlands did not find a statistically significant relationship between this gene and lung,
heart, or kidney damage, despite a large sample (blood samples of 36,339 people collected by
Lifelines biobank in 2015)

47

. However, in a Brazilian study in patients with cardiovascular

disease, it was found that the combination of ACE2 polymorphisms with those of ACE statistically
significantly increases the risk of hypertension (ACE2 G allele and ACE DD genotype) 48.
Another gene that could potentially affect the severity of COVID-19 is AGTR2, which
encodes type 2 Angiotensin II receptors. The trials of this gene were carried out both under clinical
conditions in patients with severe lung diseases and in experimental animal models. Genetic
inactivation of AGTR2 by subcutaneous injection of a selective AGTR2 antagonist has been
shown to improve lung function in cystic fibrosis. The role of AGTR2 in modeling insulin
sensitivity and its allele-specific activity in muscle cells has been identified 49. A biopsy study of
patients with idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis showed that AGTR2-mediated effects of Angiotensin
II dominate in activated myofibroblasts, which can lead to disruption of epithelial-mesenchymal
interaction, thereby triggering fibrogenesis

50

. Thus, it can be assumed that it is the binding of

13
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SARS-CoV-2 to AGTR2 directly and (or) indirectly via the ACE2 receptor that leads to an
imbalance in the RAS, a lack of Angiotensin (1-7) and excessive accumulation of Angiotensin II,
and as a result to more severe forms of the disease 51.
AGTR2 is indirectly involved in the regulation of NO synthetase (NOS) expression, which
is also one of the main regulators of ventilation-perfusion relationships

52,53

. NOS3 is constantly

expressed by the epithelium of the respiratory tract, the level increases with physical exertion,
stress, chronic hypoxia. Nitric oxide is known as a strong endogenous agent that takes part in the
processes of angiogenesis, immunoregulation, and the production of surfactants, which causes
smooth muscle relaxation in blood vessels walls, increases the permeability of the endothelium
and suppresses adhesion of platelets to the vessel wall. A decrease in the level of production of
endogenous nitric oxide causes vasoconstriction, resulting in increased blood pressure.
The role of polymorphisms AGTR2 and NOS3 genes in the development of infectious
processes and lung injury in newborns remains insufficiently examined. Two studies dealing with
these genetic polymorphisms were performed in our Center and published in 2019. The first
research work included 101 neonates with congenital pneumonia requiring respiratory therapy.
The study showed the association of NOS3: -786 with severe manifestation of respiratory distress
and the need for high frequency oscillatory ventilation (HFOV) in newborns with congenital
pneumonia. Also, a statistically significant effect has been shown for a gene encoding type 1 AngII receptors (AGTR1). The C/C AGTR1 genotype was associated with a severe course of the
disease requiring high parameters of ventilation 54.
The second research was conducted in 379 newborns of gestational age (GA) 25-40 weeks
with respiratory distress caused by infectious (early-onset neonatal sepsis or pneumonia) and noninfectious reasons (respiratory distress-syndrome and transient tachypnea, RDS, TTN) 55. It was
shown that the AGTR2 gene (its T allele) is associated with infectious disease in neonates. The
total genotypic frequency in these age groups was 58% for sepsis/pneumonia versus 36% for
RDS/TTN (p = 0.00002). Also a statistically significant increase in the frequency of carriage of
alleles associated with a decreased NO level was revealed among neonates with infectious
disorders (for NOS-786 T> C 62.5% versus 34.6%: OR = 3, 15 (1.21-8.17), p = 0.02). These
studies showed that the development of early-onset infection and lung injury is associated with
genes regulating vascular tone and energy metabolism, indicating a complex mechanism of the
process.

14
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Thus, summarizing the results of genetic studies of the RAS, we can conclude that there is
a complex interaction of elements (ACE2, AGTR2, AGTR1) both inside the system and with other
pathways involved in the regulation of vascular tone, as well as cell growth and proliferation
(NOS). A decrease in the activity of ACE2 triggered by the virus and an increase in the level of
Ang-II, as a result, can have a damaging effect through various receptors and signaling molecules,
which becomes more pronounced under the condition of an initial, genetically determined
imbalance. In this regard, it is impossible to speculate about genetic predisposition to COVID-19
only based on ACE2 expression; all other genes studied to date (AGTR1, AGTR2, NOS) should
also be taken into account.

Conclusion
It is now known that newborns and young children are less susceptible to COVID-19 and
its severe forms. The explanation for this phenomenon may lie in the immunological
characteristics in combination with the renin-angiotensin system features.
The protective properties of childhood immunity are immaturity of particular elements of
the innate immune response, constitutional lymphocytosis with a shift in the subpopulation of
lymphocytes towards anti-inflammatory Th2, as well as "trained" immunity. The cascade of RAS
reactions is one of the key components in the pathogenesis of COVID-19, and in this review, it is
considered from two perspectives: expression of ACE2 receptors and polymorphisms of certain
genes of this system. It was established that the ACE2 transmembrane protein is not only the entry
point for the virus, but also plays a regulatory role, turning the pro-inflammatory vasoconstrictor
Angiotensin II into anti-inflammatory Angiotensin (1-7), which has vasodilating properties.
Higher ACE2 content in children compared with adults helps maintain balance in the RAS and
prevents the development of complications. It was also shown that the presence of certain genetic
polymorphisms (AGTR1, AGTR2, ACE2, ACE) could determine the imbalance inside the RAS,
leading to more pronounced reactions of alveolocytes, vascular endothelium and smooth muscle
fibers in response to SARS-CoV-2 infection due to a shift towards vasoconstrictor, proliferative
and profibrotic mechanisms.
The study of genetic polymorphisms is currently a promising method, which, together with
immunological studies in COVID-19, contributes to a deep understanding of the essential elements
in the disease pathogenesis and, based on this, could allow us to determine etiopathogenetically
reasonable treatment approaches in patients of different age groups.
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